
Scavenger Hunt   

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, February 5, 2017 print replica 
of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.  

1. The Trump administration moved late Saturday to appeal a U.S. District Court ruling that 
blocked the president’s immigration order, setting the stage for a legal showdown over 
his authority to tighten the nation’s borders in the name of protecting what?  (MAIN) 

2. Each weekday morning, thousands of Eastside commuters have to decide what’s more 
important, time or money.  They can suffer in the crowded general traffic lanes of 
Interstate 405. Or they can choose the quicker left lane and pay tolls that average 
$_____ — but reach the $______ maximum for at least a few minutes most weekdays. 
(MAIN) 

3. Conservative criticism of Pope Francis intensified Saturday after his intervention in the 
Knights of Malta order, with posters appearing around Rome citing his actions against 
conservative Roman Catholics and asking what?  (MAIN) 

4. The Knights are a unique organization.  What is their history?  (MAIN) 
5. Iran held a military exercise and tested rockets Saturday, a day after the United States 

imposed new sanctions on the nation in response to a ballistic missile test last weekend. 
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard said the military exercise was a response to what?  (MAIN) 

6. China reacted with strong displeasure Saturday to a promise by Defense Secretary Jim 
Mattis that the United States would do what?  (MAIN)  

7. The University of Washington wants to turn the neighborhood into an incubator for tech 
startups. There are questions about whether the proposed upzone would make housing 
more or less affordable, help or hurt small businesses, clean up the neighborhood or ruin 
its quirky character.  Where do the proponents stand? (NW SUNDAY)   

8. From a distance, Washington’s education funding system appears to rest on one major 
pillar: All 295 districts get a baseline allocation of money from the state to pay for their 
teachers and other school employees. Seems simple.  But upon closer examination, the 
system reveals a myriad special cases and quirky formulas — such that it resembles a 
patchwork of Jerry-rigged fixes more than a uniform system.  For instance, Olympia sets 
a basic schedule for teacher salaries. But 12 districts don’t have to play by those rules, 
and receive higher starting-pay allocations from Olympia than the other 283.  What 
district sits at the top and has received 5 percent more state pay for its beginning 
teachers than anyplace else since the late 1970s? (NW SUNDAY) 

9. A standout safety for the Seahawks from 1981 to 1987, who was voted into the Hall of 
Fame on Saturday, in the process becoming the fourth player who spent his entire career 
in Seattle to make it in?  Who is this player?  (SPORTS) 

10. What two NFL football teams are playing in Superbowl 51?  (SPORTS)   
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News Break Scavenger Hunt Answer Key for Sunday, February 5, 2017 
 
 

1. Americans from terrorism (MAIN, A1) 
2. $3; $10 (MAIN, A1) 
3. “Where’s your mercy?” (MAIN, A2) 
4. An aristocratic lay religious order that traces its history to the Crusades, the order runs a 

vast humanitarian organization around the world involving more than 100,000 staffers 
and volunteers. The order also enjoys sovereign status and has diplomatic relations with 
more than 100 countries, the Holy See included. (MAIN, A2) 

5. U.S. “threats and sanctions.” (MAIN, A2) 
6. Defend two uninhabited islands in the East China Sea that Japan controls but China also 

claims as its own.  (MAIN, A4) 
7. Taxpayers are spending billions of dollars on a light-rail line with a U District station, so 

the city should make it possible for more people to live and work there. (NW SUNDAY, 
B1) 

8. Everett (NW SUNDAY,B2) 
9. Kenny Easley (SPORTS, C1) 
10. Patriots vs. Falcons (SPORTS, C1) 


